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Summary: Erwin Boermans is unlocking the thermal energy distribution potential in districts
and buildings to save lives, water, energy and money. Erwin is an Australian / Dutch trained
electronics & Heating Ventilation Air Conditioning engineer, entrepreneur and sessional
academic educator based in Melbourne.
The fossil-fuel based linear-economy has slowly died. Communities that have embraced that
fact and moved towards Professor Gunter Pauli’s BLUE ECONOMY 3.0 and implemented a
range of circular-solutions are all thriving. ‘WASTE’ thermal energy from a range of sources
already locally distributed with closed loops and monetized. Despite the investor’s appetite the
implementation of District Energy EXCHANGES are still NOT common in Australia, resulting in
very high primary-energy consumption and water consumption in communities and buildings.
Can we state that Australia is suffering from Dutch Disease?
While Erwin was asking for a project example status (and not for money), in 1999, the prime
minister of the Netherlands, Ruud Lubbers, labelled Erwin the renewable energy champion of
the Netherlands. This was for the Stadswonen Rotterdam's transformation of Puntegale as the
heritage listed former tax-office, the nation's most hated building to the nation's most loved
example of sustainable building. Affordable smart 'plug-and-play' homes, highly interconnected
housing development for students/ startups/ elderly. In the role of product developer the
product suite ComfortID was created at Stadswonen as a replicable future-proof smart integral
designed while bringing comfort. As Erwin's (Australian) wife was homesick he emigrated in
2009  to Melbourne Australia with his wife and both their children. Erwin's consulting company
COMFORTiD.com Pty. Ltd. was created, facilitating a range of communities' transformation
from the linear to the blue economy, with the specialisation: circularity and thermal energy. In
2013 Erwin was labelled 'Melbourne's game-changer' for PEP Dandenong involvement,
Australia's first district energy precinct, a globally published pilot for his Greater Melbourne
thermal energy EXCHANGE project initiative. Another thermal energy example building is
Swinburne University's Advanced Manufacturing and Design Centre that features some of
these smart thermal energy distribution elements (water not air) in Melbourne. Despite Erwin’s
relentless work, Australia is still quite locked into the idea that large buildings need ductwork
blowing warm or cool air round and round in the building to maintain a specific temperature.
Uncomfortable, inefficient and unhealthy. We can do much better together! Circular with natural
refrigerant based solutions like District Energy!

https://engage.vic.gov.au/towards-2050-gas-infrastructure-zero-emissions-economy
https://www.comfortid.com/
https://www.gunterpauli.com/about.html
https://www.amazon.com.au/dp/152452106X/ref=cm_sw_r_tw_dp_7K30C4A96KCJ334B71HR?_encoding=UTF8&psc=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dutch_disease
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Netherlands
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ruud_Lubbers
https://www.stadswonenrotterdam.nl/
https://puntegaalstraat.nl/de-nieuwe-bestemming/
https://www.stadswonenrotterdam.nl/
https://www.comfortid.com/contact
https://www.archdaily.com/445062/precinct-energy-project-peter-hogg-toby-reed-architects
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/greater-melbourne-heat-exchange
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/greater-melbourne-heat-exchange
https://tfespecialreports.com.au/swinburne-universitys-advanced-manufacturing-and-design-centre-and-hydronics/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Circular_economy
https://shecco.com/
https://shecco.com/
https://www.districtenergy.org/
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Title: Unlock Thermal Energy Distribution in Districts and Buildings
Statement: Are we using thermal energy and CO 2  wisely in our local communities?

Heating and cooling can be made in many ways. Mother nature's sun is an obvious
first one to think of and work with. Historically the industrial waste-heat from
fossil-fuel burning power stations and other manufacturers has been ignored,
unfortunately.  Various temperature-levels of waste-heat are available in di�erent
locations and times around every community. Recognising this and enabling local
usage can enable local communities to prosper.

How does this relate to the 2050, gas infrastructure, zero emissions economy? Well
we need to get on with things, despite the embarrassment of the Australian Federal
Government pretends to get to net zero by doing nothing but Business As Usual.
Many Australian communities are already facing very real e�ects of climate-change,
as is listed in this week’s 6th IPCC report: mega-bushfires, extreme smoke, ecosystem
collapse, regional infrastructure-collapse, combined with bad droughts, extreme
flooding, too extreme weather for humans and species, so severe that real
o�-the-shelf alternatives must be considered. Thriving communities that have gone
circular, have already amazing solutions implemented. The Netherlands can
definitely help to transition Australia, as the Dutch PM Mark Rutte said in Melbourne
in his CEDA-speech available here: https://youtu.be/OIGhIaWJsWQ I was there and
asked the session’s only question on the 22th Oct 2019.

Refrigeration has the most impact on fixing climate change with smart urban
designs and thermal energy distribution for heating and cooling to save our
precious fresh water. For over a decade we've discussed various thermal options for
Australia including energy distribution design in districts, buildings (water instead
of air as carrier), and proving implementation is the real issue. Key elements from
world's best practices are from the Netherlands, Switzerland, Sweden, Denmark and
Dubai.

The key learnings for the world: Sick buildings can be fixed. Circular economy can
unlock the hidden assets that we can EXCHANGE locally with closed loops: thermal
energy. Seasonal thermal energy storage requires a di�erent design/engineering
mindset.

https://www.ipcc.ch/assessment-report/ar6/
https://youtu.be/OIGhIaWJsWQ
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COMFORTiD’s Greater Melbourne Thermal Energy EXCHANGE project initiative.

Regenerative community transformations can unlock locally hidden-assets with
smart future-proof infrastructure like District Energy. Heating and cooling can be
sold with water-based closed-loops with pre-insulated pipes in trenches and in
buildings. This form of energy distribution is often overlooked in Australia but saves
a lot of water and increases people’s comfort-levels.
Industrial waste-heat is available on di�erent temperature-levels. You can cool with
waste heat of a high enough temperature level. Thermal energy can be stored to
cater for the seasonal local needs. All with o�-the-shelf components. Plate
heat-exchangers, pipes, valves, heat meters, tanks just to name a few. Circularity.
Melbourne crafted a pilot in the form of a beautiful piece of art near Dandenong
metro-station: PEP Dandenong Precinct Energy Project / Nervegna Reed Architecture
+ PH Architects Australia’s first...

PEP Dandenong, Australia's first district energy precinct, pilot for the greater
Melbourne heat EXCHANGE, one of our exhibition booths in Melbourne.

https://www.archdaily.com/445062/precinct-energy-project-peter-hogg-toby-reed-architects
https://www.archdaily.com/445062/precinct-energy-project-peter-hogg-toby-reed-architects
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Meet-up with VIC energy minister Lily d’Ambrosio at the Swinburne University's
Advanced Manufacturing and Design Centre, Erwin specified on request of
Professor Geo�rey Brooks: https://tfespecialreports.com.au/author/erwin-boermans/

Sick-building’s dirty ducted system, a biohazard, old Mildura Base Hospital, ↗ 1934

Pre-renovation Puntegale in Rotterdam, Swinburne Uni’s AMDC, hydronics

https://tfespecialreports.com.au/author/erwin-boermans/
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COMFORTiD's Greater Melbourne thermal energy EXCHANGE project initiative
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Our magazine advertisement in 2020




